Stunning Detached villa
Jalon Valley Real Estate are delighted to be able to exclusively offer this
stunningly beautiful detached villa that is situated in a commanding position
on a sought after exclusive development. The property is within walking
distance to the lovely village of Alcalali with its selection of bars,
restaurants and amenities.
This attractive 3 bed, 2 bath property offers spectacular views of the Jalon
Valley and has a variety of sunny and shaded areas to take in the lovely sun
or much needed shade.
This very well presented property has accommodation to include a wonderful
enclosed naya with feature glass curtains that really bring the outside in,
this room overlooks the beautiful private pool and leads to the kitchen,
lounge and master suite, this is a superb room that is currently used as a
large sun lounge. The luxurious fully fitted and equipped kitchen comes
complete with top of the range fixtures, fittings and appliances and has a
lovely open plan feel. The lounge with dining area is very spacious and has a
feature fireplace. There are 2 double bedrooms (both with fitted wardrobes),
a guest shower room and a striking master suite with sublime pool views, walk
in wardrobe and a large en suite shower room with walk in shower.

The delightful grounds to the property are exquisitely presented and are
extremely low maintenance, there is a gated driveway with ample parking for 3
vehicles, a terrace that wraps round the rear of the property and has the
benefit of a sun awning and gazebo and a stunning heated private pool with
sun terrace.
The property benefits from gas central heating, air conditioning, a gas fire,
over head fans, double glazing and a sizeable under build that is perfect
for much needed storage.
The villa comes beautifully furnished and is ready to move into immediately.
Viewings are highly recommended in order that this inviting residence can be
truly appreciated.

